Arriving by car

Zürich Airport to Zug/Dammstrasse via the motorway A51 towards Zürich. Take the A1 towards Luzern (Zürich Nordring). After the Gubrist tunnel take the E41 towards Luzern (Westring Zürich). Continue on the E41 towards Zug (Gotthard/Luzern). Continue towards Cham-Ost (A4a) and continue on the motorway.

Leave the A4a motorway at the Baar exit and drive towards Zug-Zentrum. Follow the ‘Nordstrasse’ road – at the first roundabout take the second exit (towards Herti). Carry straight on at the next two roundabouts and at the fourth roundabout take the third exit (Gubelstrasse) as far as the next (and last) roundabout. Again take the third exit into Dammstrasse. Continue along this road for about 200 metres until you get to our building on the left-hand side.

Arriving by train

Zürich Airport to Zug
• S24 line towards Zug
• S2 line towards Ziegelbrücke, change in Thalwil
• IR/IC train, change at Zürich HB (main station)

Zürich HB (main station) – Zug
• IR train towards Luzern
• IC train towards Lugano
• S5 line towards Zug
• S24 line towards Zug

From Zug train station to us on foot:
Take the underpass ‘Dammstrasse’, cross the road and at the roundabout turn right into Dammstrasse. Continue along this road for about 200 metres until you get to our building on the left-hand side.